Meeting held at Northam on Monday, 9 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 1.25pm
Stewards: Ms E Alessandriro, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 KICK NOW (9/9)
Illness: Race 8 YOPPI ALLEN (9/9)
Ineligible: Race 2 VANESSA KEEPING (9/9)
Transferred: Race 8 ZIPPING MILLY (9/9)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 1 HELLO I'M OLIVIA x 1 Field
R71 - Race 12 WESTWORTH x 1 Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 4 FAIRY MONELLI, Race 5 RAGLAN DIVA, Race 7 SIMPLY READY

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/509 - Maiden - 1:54 PM
(509M): EXPECT A SPRING & HELLO I'M OLIVIA began quickly. GLOBAL GIRL & AZZARO began slowly. AZZARO checked off the heels of GLOBAL GIRL soon after the start. HELLO I'M OLIVIA raced ungenerously soon after the start and under R71 has been placed on a field satisfactory trial. GLOBAL GIRL & AZZARO collided on the third turn. AZZARO checked off the heels of GLOBAL GIRL on the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/297 - Novice - 2:09 PM
(297M): OSHKOSH RUTH, SPRAY AND WIPE, JUST A DREAMER & FIERCE TORQUE began quickly. HELLO I'M CIPHER began slowly. HELLO I'M CIPHER & WAGTAIL MAUDE collided soon after the start. WAGTAIL MAUDE & JUST A DREAMER collided approaching the first turn. OSHKOSH RUTH & SPRAY AND WIPE collided on the first turn. ALL ABOUT PAIGE galloped on the heels of JUST A DREAMER on the first turn, JUST A DREAMER lost ground. WAGTAIL MAUDE checked off the heels of SPRAY AND WIPE approaching the home turn. DOUBLE CRACKER checked off the heels of ALL ABOUT PAIGE on the home turn. WAGTAIL MAUDE checked off the heels of FIERCE TORQUE in the home straight.

Race 3 - Grade 5/Country/297 - Grade 5 - 2:27 PM
(297M): IRONBARK LASS & WAGGERS began quickly. I'M EXCITABLE began slowly. TIGER KEEPING & WAGTAIL THYME collided soon after the start. TIGER KEEPING & WAGTAIL THYME collided approaching the first turn, WAGTAIL THYME lost ground. TIGER KEEPING checked off the heels of IRONBARK LASS and collided with FARMOR KA CHING on the first turn, TIGER KEEPING lost ground. LADY WILD FIRE checked off the heels of FARMOR KA CHING on the first turn, LADY WILD FIRE raced wide. WAGTAIL THYME checked off the heels of I'M EXCITABLE approaching the home turn. WAGTAIL THYME checked off the heels of WAGGERS and collided with LADY WILD FIRE in the home straight.

Race 4 - Mixed 5/6/Country/297 - Mixed 5/6 - 2:50 PM
(297M): FAIRY MONELLI began quickly. JET FLYER & KABARANGI began slowly. COMMANDER JACK & SHADOW RUNNER collided soon after the start. JAYLEY BECCA & JET FLYER collided approaching the first turn. JET FLYER, MISS TRUFFLES, OAKS VALLEY, COMMANDER JACK & SHADOW RUNNER collided on the first turn, MISS TRUFFLES & COMMANDER JACK lost ground.

Race 5 - Grade 6/Country/297 (1) - Grade 6 - 3:08 PM
(297M): ROLLIE BEXON began quickly. MY BRO JIMBO & HEZA HARLEY collided soon after the start. SWEET MISS & BULLET PASS collided soon after the start. KILLA DOLLARS & VAGABLONDE collided soon after the start. HEZA HARLEY checked off the heels of SWEET MISS on the first turn. SWEET MISS & KILLA DOLLARS collided on the first turn. MY BRO JIMBO galloped on the heels of VAGABLONDE on the first turn, VAGABLONDE lost ground. SWEET MISS checked off the heels of VAGABLONDE on the first turn. MY BRO JIMBO checked off the heels of KILLA DOLLARS approaching the home turn. BULLET PASS checked off the heels of KILLA DOLLARS on the home turn. BULLET PASS faded in the home straight due to injury.

A post race veterinary examination revealed BULLET PASS had a left hindleg - Gastrocnemius (calf) muscle injury and has been stood down for 42 days. The greyhound was medically stabilised and then transferred from the racecourse to a veterinary hospital for assessment and treatment under the RWWA Greyhound Injury Full Recovery Scheme.

Race 6 - Free For All (s)/Country/509 - Free For All (s) - 3:27 PM
(509M): CONFINEMENT, MJOLNIRS MIGHT & WISE RHONDA began quickly. CONFINEMENT & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided on the first turn. CONFINEMENT & ZAMAZAN collided on the first turn. ZAMAZAN & QUARA'S ZADE collided on the first turn. QUARA'S ZADE checked off the heels of ZAMAZAN on the first turn.

Race 7 - Grade 6/Country/297 (2) - Grade 6 - 3:46 PM
(297M): SANSA MONELLI, CECIL BENZ, EZY DOLLARS & SIMPLY READY began quickly. LINGARD & AYSUM BLACK began slowly. LINGARD checked off the heels of SANSA MONELLI soon after the start. AYSUM BLACK & EASY FLYER collided approaching the first turn, AYSUM BLACK lost ground. CECIL BENZ & EZY DOLLARS collided on the first turn. LINGARD shifted out and collided with EASY FLYER on the first turn, EASY FLYER lost ground. LINGARD raced wide on the home turn. SIMPLY READY raced wide in the home straight.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Country/509 - Mixed 4/5 - 4:04 PM
(509M): ALIANTE, HELLO I'M BIGGIE & LITTLE MISS DOZA began quickly. DUSTY MAC & KARA KEEPING began slowly. FAB PHILIPPE & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M BIGGIE & LITTLE MISS DOZA collided soon after the start. ALIANTE, HELLO I'M BIGGIE & LITTLE MISS DOZA collided approaching the first turn. FAB PHILIPPE & KARA KEEPING collided on the first turn. DUSTY MAC checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BIGGIE on the first turn. HELLO I'M BIGGIE checked off the heels of LITTLE MISS DOZA in the home straight.

(297M): RICKSHAW MILLIE & MOLLY MONELLI began quickly. HELLO I'M STEWIE & TYLER KEEPING began slowly. HELLO I'M STEWIE checked off the heels of MOLLY MONELLI and collided with CHASIN' DESTINY soon after the start. KAOS BE COOL & TYLER KEEPING collided soon after the start. ACE CRUISING, MOLLY MONELLI, CHASIN' DESTINY & ZANZIQUE collided on the first turn, ZANZIQUE lost ground. HELLO I'M STEWIE checked off the heels of ZANZIQUE on the first turn. RICKSHAW MILLIE & KAOS BE COOL collided on the home turn. ZANZIQUE & KAOS BE COOL collided in the home straight.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/509 - Grade 6 - 4:43 PM
(509M): BERYLLIUM & SUNSET HARLEY began quickly. YADA YADA, BLACK JOKER & BLACK RENEGADE began slowly. YADA YADA, BLACK JOKER & BLACK RENEGADE collided soon after the start. TRUDY KEEPING & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided soon after the start. TRUDY KEEPING, ROSIE CRISTALLE & RED RIGHT HAND collided on the first turn. BERYLLIUM & SUNSET HARLEY collided on the first turn. BERYLLIUM checked off the heels of SUNSET HARLEY on the first turn. RED RIGHT HAND checked off the heels of TRUDY KEEPING in the back straight.

Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/509 - Mixed 5/6 - 5:05 PM
(509M): ASHY LARRY began quickly. VILLAGLY & SIMPLY GIFTED collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M BUGSY, SURGENIE & CANDY SHOP collided soon after the start, SURGENIE lost ground. FREAK ON KNEE & ASHY LARRY collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M GISELE galloped on the heels of HELLO I'M BUGSY on the first turn, HELLO I'M BUGSY & HELLO I'M GISELE lost ground. VILLAFLY & SURGENIE collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M GISELE raced wide on the first turn. SIMPLY GIFTED checked off the heels of ASHY LARRY and collided with SURGENIE & HELLO I'M GISELE on the second turn, SIMPLY GIFTED, SURGENIE & HELLO I'M GISELE lost ground.

Race 12 - Free For All (s)/Country/297 - Free For All (s) - 5:24 PM
WARRINGA & COOL TALENT began quickly. MULGA LASS & TOMBSTONE BOY began slowly. LIGHTNING SEVEN checked off the heels of MAGIC BRANDI soon after the start. MAGIC BRANDI, WAYNE’S ROCKET & WARRINGA collided on the first turn. WESTWORTH & TOMBSTONE BOY collided on the first turn, WESTWORTH hit inside running rail, fell and under R71 has been placed on a solo satisfactory trial. MAGIC BRANDI checked off the heels of WARRINGA and collided with LIGHTNING SEVEN on the first turn, LIGHTNING SEVEN fell. TOMBSTONE BOY hurdles the fallen LIGHTNING SEVEN on the first turn, TOMBSTONE BOY lost ground. MULGA LASS checked off the heels of MAGIC BRANDI on the first turn, MULGA LASS raced wide.

A post race veterinary examination revealed LIGHTNING SEVEN has a right foreleg - radius/ulna fracture and was humanely Euthanased by the On-Track Veterinary Surgeon.

A post race veterinary examination revealed WESTWORTH has a laceration - right side of face and has been stood down for 42 days.

THIS IS A PROVISIONAL REPORT AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE.